Your TICKET to family fun!

SUMMER CATALOGUE 2021

FUN for all Ages!

NEW

**LEGO Friends**
Magical Funfair
Roller Coaster
41685 AGES 8+ 976 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£79.99

NEW

**LEGO Friends**
Amusement Park
10956 AGES 2+ 95 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£89.99

NEW

**LEGO CREATOR**
Ferris Wheel
31119 AGES 9+ 1,002 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£79.99

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
EVERYTHING IS BETTER WHEN WE BUILD TOGETHER!

If you’re looking for new ways to connect, great things to create and other cool stuff to do together, this is the place. We’ve got a festival filled with LEGO® family fun for crafting fans, music lovers, gamers and grown-ups too!

Inspire colourful creations with new sets from LEGO® DOTS, cool ninja action from LEGO® NINJAGO® and of course, watch kids discover their inner producer with LEGO® VIDIYO™, our all-new music video maker experience!

It’s easy and safe to shop in our LEGO® Stores or online at LEGO.com, with free shipping over £50, VIP Points on all orders and expert Store Associates ready to help.

Happy building!
The LEGO Shop team
NEW

**LEGO Friends**

**Magical Acrobatics**
41686  AGES 6+   223 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£24.99

**Forest House**
41679  AGES 6+   326 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£24.99

**LEGO DOTS**

**Creative Party Kit**
41926  AGES 6+   623 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£21.99

**Extra DOTS – Series 4**
41931  AGES 6+   105 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£3.99

**Lady Liberty**
40367  AGES 10+  153 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£9.99

SEE MORE DOTS SETS ON PAGES 4–6

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £50*, SEE PAGE 42 FOR DETAILS
BUILD CREATIVITY

NEW

Extra DOTS – Series 5
41932  AGES 6+    120 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£3.99

Expand a child’s creative and design skills with 95 collectible tiles in a range of tropical colours, 15 glow-in-the-dark tiles and 10, out of a possible 16, mystery decorated tiles!

Pencil Holder
41936  AGES 6+    321 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Rocket-shaped storage! Kids can boost their self-expression skills as they decorate the multi-functional pencil holder, following the included pattern ideas or coming up with their own, fresh look!

NEW

Lots of DOTS
41935  AGES 6+    1,040 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Expand a child’s creative imagination skills with more than 1,000 tiles in a rich tapestry of beautiful colours, some of which have never been included in DOTS sets before!
Creative Designer Box

41938    AGES 7+    779 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£34.99

Boost a child’s imagination with 5 models, plus inspiration for many more online, and more than 650 tiles, including 72 alphabet-printed tiles to create messages on the models or other DOTS sets!

Create bold patterns with ideas from the included inspirational magazine!

Secret Holder

41924    AGES 6+    451 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£17.99

Kids can stretch their design skills as they decorate the Secret Holder, following the pattern ideas on the packaging and instructions, or coming up with their own fun designs!

The Secret Holder measures over 12 cm high, 7 cm wide and 7 cm deep, making this easy craft kit the perfect size for tucking away secrets!

Secret Boxes

41925    AGES 6+    273 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£12.99

This cool kit features an opening book-shaped box with working lock and storage space inside, a small box with picture frame, 2 keys, plus a storage tray and plenty of tiles!

The locking, book-shaped box measures over 3 cm high, 8 cm wide and 9 cm long, making this easy kit the perfect size for tucking away secrets!
INSPIRE IMAGINATION

Cool Cactus Bracelet
41922 AGES 6+ 33 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£5.99

Music Bracelet
41933 AGES 6+ 33 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£5.99

Bag Tag Dog
41927 AGES 6+ 84 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£5.99

NEW

Multi Pack – Summer Vibes
41937 AGES 6+ 441 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£24.99

Find more LEGO® DOTS products online!
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £50*, SEE PAGE 42 FOR DETAILS
GO A LITTLE WILD

Wild Lion
31112   AGES 7+  224 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

The lion model measures over 12 cm high!

3 models in 1
- a wild lion, an ostrich and a warthog!

Crocodile
31121   AGES 7+  454 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£24.99

3 models to build in 1 set - a crocodile, snake and frog!

Safari Wildlife Tree House
31116   AGES 7+  397 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£29.99

Measures over 18 cm high, 12 cm deep and 12 cm wide!

3 models in 1:
- a tree house toy, plane toy and boat toy!

Find more LEGO® Creator products online!
NEW

Wildlife Rescue Camp
60307  AGES 6+  503 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£89.99

Beach Rescue ATV
60286  AGES 5+  79 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£8.99

Measures over 24 cm high, 22 cm wide and 11 cm deep!

Multi-vehicle playset with 6 minifigures, elephant and lion figures and more!

Includes toy ATV, trailer, water scooter, lifeguard minifigure and shark figure!
CRAFT A PLAY DATE

NEW

Dalmatian
40479 AGES 8+ 252 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£13.49

Standing over 8 cm tall, this 252-piece model features a little bell around the neck of the larger dog, plus a decorated dog basket!

Budgie
40443 AGES 8+ 261 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£13.49

Standing over 9 cm high, this 261-piece model features brick-built, wood-effect stands, plus 2 stickers – 1 with feathers, 1 with footprints – for decorating the base!

Shorthair Cats
40441 AGES 8+ 250 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£13.49

Standing over 8 cm tall, this 250-piece model features a bow tie, movable tail and a decorated basket!

Goldfish
40442 AGES 8+ 186 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£13.49

Standing over 10 cm high, this 186-piece model features coral and plants, plus 2 stickers – 1 with bubbles, 1 with corals – for decorating the base!

Goldfish
40442 AGES 8+ 186 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£13.49

Standing over 10 cm high, this 186-piece model features coral and plants, plus 2 stickers – 1 with bubbles, 1 with corals – for decorating the base!
The Pig House
21170 AGES 8+ 490 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£44.99

Measuring over 14 cm high, 20 cm wide and 19 cm deep, the set encourages hands-on creativity and looks amazing on display in any Minecraft fan’s room!

Kids use Minecraft® skills to build a pig-shaped house, open the side and remove the roof to explore hidden rooms, hide from the Creeper™, care for pigs – and detonate a house-collapsing explosion!

The Coral Reef
21164 AGES 7+ 92 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£8.99

The set measures over 7 cm high, 10 cm wide and 10 cm deep!

© 2021 Mojang AB. Minecraft, the MINECRAFT logo and the MOJANG STUDIOS logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
Heartlake City Vet Clinic

Includes 3 mini-doll figures!

The set measures over 16 cm high and 16 cm wide!

Kids can channel their love of creatures into creative play with the Heartlake City Vet Clinic, where they can be the hero of the day, or simply care for animals in need!

Doggy Day Care

Measures over 13 cm high, 17 cm wide and 9 cm deep!

Includes Emma and Roxy mini-dolls, a dog figure and a puppy figure. Also comes with a grooming area, cash register, separate bathing pool and agility tunnel!

Vet Clinic Rescue Buggy

The waterfall and quad bike each measure over 6 cm!

Vet Clinic Rescue Buggy is a compact pet-in-peril playset. Kids can pretend to race to the aid of an animal in trouble, freeing it from a fallen tree with an all-action quad bike!

£17.99

£8.99

£34.99

Find more LEGO® Friends products online!
The riding centre measures over 26 cm high, 22 cm wide and 12 cm deep!

Includes 2 mini-dolls, 1 micro-doll, 2 horse toys, a pony and a dog figure!

Forest Horseback Riding Centre
41683 AGES 7+ 511 PIECES
FREE DELIVERY
£59.99

For WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Panda Jungle Tree House
41422 AGES 7+ 265 PIECES
£24.99

For WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Forest Waterfall
41677 AGES 5+ 93 PIECES
£8.99

For WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

ANIMALS
**NEW**

**Forest Camper Van and Sailboat**
41681  AGES 7+  487 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£44.99

This set comes with lots of cool functions for maximum play value. The van’s roof is hinged for easy access to the kitchen, while the boat unhitches from the trailer and has a movable sail and rudder!

The camper van measures over 8 cm high, 16 cm long and 7 cm wide!

**Olivia’s Electric Car**
41443  AGES 6+  183 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£12.99

This playset includes 2 mini-dolls and a puppy figure as well as a buildable car. It also features a charging station with a toy wind turbine, plus a picnic spot!

The car measures over 11 cm long; the turbine stands over 13 cm high!

**Vet Clinic Rescue Helicopter**
41692  AGES 6+  249 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£17.99

This colourful children’s animal playset includes Stephanie and Mia mini-dolls, a rabbit and a bunny toy, and a helicopter with spinnable rotors, vet’s kit and a hinged rear tailgate!

The helicopter measures over 10 cm high, 19 cm long and 8 cm wide!

**Forest Camper Van and Sailboat**
41681  AGES 7+  487 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£44.99

The camper van measures over 8 cm high, 16 cm long and 7 cm wide!

The boat measures over 11 cm high, 11 cm long and 4 cm wide!

The boat measures over 11 cm high, 11 cm long and 4 cm wide!

Find more LEGO® Friends products online!
**Space Shuttle Adventure**

31117  AGES 8+  486 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£44.99

The Space Shuttle measures over 12 cm high, 28 cm long and 19 cm wide!

3 models in 1 – a space shuttle, rocket toy and lunar lander!

**Race Car Transporter**

31113  AGES 7+  328 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£24.99

The car carrier toy measures over 7 cm high, 24 cm long and 4 cm wide!

3 models in 1 – a car carrier toy, crane truck and tugboat with crane!

**Cyber Drone**

51111  AGES 6+  113 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£8.99

The Cyber Drone measures over 6 cm high, 14 cm long and 6 cm wide!

3 models in 1 – a cyber drone, cyber mech and cyber scooter!
Seaside Police and Fire Mission

60308 AGES 5+ 297 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Help... fire! A crook’s getaway speedboat is in flames! Join LEGO® City TV police hero Tom Bennett for fun police and fire adventures. Launch the fire dinghy and police sea helicopter. Use the dinghy’s extinguisher to knock out the flames and send in the police helicopter to make an emergency arrest.

£34.99

Wildlife Rescue ATV

60300 AGES 5+ 74 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

The ATV is over 4 cm high, 7 cm long and 5 cm wide!

£8.99

Fire Rescue Helicopter

60281 AGES 5+ 212 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£24.99

Shoot water elements from the helicopter cannons to knock out the LEGO® fires!

The fire rescue helicopter toy measures over 10 cm high, 26 cm long and 9 cm wide!

The toy firefighter dinghy is over 9 cm high, 19 cm long and 8 cm wide!
Car Transporter
60305 AGES 5+ 342 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£24.99

All kids need to create a toy car transporter and a cool muscle car with a removable roof, plus truck driver and motorist minifigures!

Holiday Camper Van
60283 AGES 5+ 190 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Accessories include a cool baby carrier for the minifigures, camping stove and pan, plus fried egg and croissant food elements!

Tractor
60287 AGES 5+ 148 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

When built, the tractor measures over 10 cm high, 17 cm long and 7 cm wide!

This LEGO® City Tractor toy has huge rear tyres, a tipping loader bucket, raisable boom and a minifigure cab!

Sports Car
60285 AGES 5+ 89 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£8.99

The sports car measures over 4 cm high, 12 cm long and 5 cm wide!

When built, the sports car measures over 11 cm high, 31 cm long and 8 cm wide!
Koenigsegg Jesko

Get up close to one of the world's first 480-kph hypercars with your very own LEGO® Speed Champions Koenigsegg Jesko. Check out the vehicle's stunning features and aerodynamic design as you recreate it piece by piece. And when you're done building, show it off to friends or pop the Koenigsegg driver into the 2-seat cockpit and head for the nearest racetrack. Hold tight!

£17.99

Toyota GR Supra

Build and race one of the world's greatest high-performance sports cars – the Toyota GR Supra. This impressive LEGO® Speed Champions replica of the iconic sports car is now yours to collect and explore. And when you're done building, you can show it off to friends or pop the Toyota driver into the 2-seater cockpit and head to the nearest starting line for some high-speed race action!

£17.99

McLaren Elva

Get ready to experience one of the world's most innovative automobiles – the ferociously fast McLaren Elva! This awesome LEGO® Speed Champions replica of the ultra-exclusive, super-aerodynamic speedster is now yours to collect, build and explore. And when you're ready, you can put the McLaren driver behind the wheel of the two-seat open cockpit and head for the racetrack. Prepare for takeoff!

£17.99
NEW

Ford GT Heritage Edition and Bronco R

76905 AGES 8+ 660 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

On-road or off-road? You decide!
Collect, build and discover 2 of the world’s most awesome vehicles with this LEGO® Speed Champions Ford GT Heritage Edition and Bronco R building set. Whether you’re burning around a racetrack or thundering across a desert, speed is no problem with these 2 vehicles. Now board the Ford racing drivers, choose your terrain and get ready to race!

£44.99

Corvette C8.R is 4 cm high, 16 cm long and 7 cm wide!

NEW

Chevrolet Corvette C8.R Race Car and 1968 Chevrolet Corvette

76903 AGES 8+ 512 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Stage awesome races between the LEGO® Speed Champions Chevrolet Corvette C8.R Race Car and the 1968 Chevrolet Corvette. These iconic, high-performance race car replicas are now yours to collect, build and explore. And with 2 Chevrolet driver minifigures geared up and ready to go, you can look forward to legendary foot-to-the-floor race action. Hold tight!

£34.99

General Motors trademarks used under license by LEGO.
REV UP THE FUN

Monster Jam® Grave Digger®
42118 AGES 7+ 212 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Measures over 11 cm high and 24 cm long (with flag)!

The monster truck toy rebuilds into an off-road buggy!

©2021 Feld Motor Sports, Inc.

Monster Jam® Max-D®
42119 AGES 7+ 230 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Measures over 10 cm high and 25 cm long (with flag)!

This cool Max-D® 2-in-1 monster truck toy rebuilds into a pull-back quad bike!

©2021 Feld Motor Sports, Inc.

McLaren Senna GTR™
42123 AGES 10+ 830 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£44.99

Measures over 9 cm high, 32 cm long and 12 cm wide!

Check out this supercar toy model’s authentic features, like the detailed V8 engine with moving pistons and dihedral doors that open ‘up and out’ in the unmistakable style of the real McLaren!

Manufactured under license from McLaren Automotive Limited.
The McLaren name and logo are registered trademarks of McLaren.

Senna is the registered trademark of Ayrton Senna Empreendimentos Ltda.

©2021 Feld Motor Sports, Inc.

Find more LEGO® Technic products online!
Off-Road Buggy

42124  AGES 10+  374 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Awesome tricks, thrilling jumps and epic stunts – you can do it all with this fun-filled LEGO® Technic Off-Road Buggy. With huge knobbed tyres and front and back suspension, this RC car is made for action. Check out the opening bonnet, antenna and retro stickers. Then use the free CONTROL+ app to unleash challenges, sound effects and more as you perform and race with your high-performance RC buggy.

FREE DELIVERY

£119.99

Measures over 13 cm high to roof and 28 cm long!

Download the free CONTROL+ app to add a new dimension to this remote-control buggy. Use the app to control the car, perform stunts and unlock challenges, sound effects and more!

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by LEGO System A/S is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Skid Steer Loader

42116  AGES 7+  140 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£8.99

2-in-1 design rebuilds into a hot rod for even more fun!

Measures over 9 cm high, 14 cm long and 6 cm wide!

Racing Plane

42117  AGES 7+  154 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£8.99

2-in-1 design rebuilds into a jet aeroplane for even more fun!

Measures over 9 cm high (including propeller) and 23 cm wide!

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £50*, SEE PAGE 42 FOR DETAILS
NEW

The Jungle Abomination
21176    AGES 8+    489 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£34.99

As well as the iconic Jungle Abomination, the set includes explorer and archaeologist characters, an enchanted Creeper™, skeleton, iron golem and an articulated plant with grabbing petals!

Measuring over 15 cm tall, the Jungle Abomination is ideal for hands-on imaginative play, creative display and combining with other LEGO® Minecraft® sets!

NEW

The Sky Tower
21173    AGES 8+    565 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£54.99

Includes a pilot figure with elytra wings, netherite helmet, firework rocket and trident, 2 flying phantoms, an orange tabby cat and lots of authentic accessories!

Measuring over 18 cm high, 15 cm wide and 12 cm deep!
NEW

The Modern Treehouse

21174  AGES 9+  909 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Create your own mega, modular, Minecraft™ treehouse! Build the 4 core rooms – kitchen, library, study and bedroom – then add the awesome accessories (careful with the TNT). Rooms don’t even have to be attached to the tree! With loads of fun features from the video game, every configuration takes you into a new Minecraft adventure.

£99.99

NEW

The Ruined Portal

21172  AGES 8+  316 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£27.99

Includes a charged Creeper™ figure and a panda skin, ocelot skin, zombie, cat and chicken from the online Minecraft® game, plus lots of authentic accessories!

Measuring over 29 cm high, 20 cm wide and 17 cm deep, this impressive set is perfect for imaginative play, creative display and combining with other LEGO® Minecraft® sets!

Measuring over 13 cm high, 21 cm wide and 15 cm deep, this reconfigurable set is perfect for playing, displaying and combining with other LEGO® Minecraft® sets!
Adventures with Mario
Starter Course
71360 AGES 6+ 231 PIECES

See how LEGO® Mario™ reacts in real life as you take on this LEGO® Super Mario™ Starter Course! Build your level and help LEGO Mario collect coins. Spin on the platform... but don't fall off! Fly on the cloud. Get extra coins and a Super Star with the ? Block. Jump on the Goomba and stomp Bowser Jr. on the back to earn coins. Compete against friends and then rebuild to create new challenges!

£49.99

Rearrange the Starter Course and combine with LEGO® Super Mario™ Expansion Sets to create more challenging levels and games to play with and against friends!

Creative players get instant feedback and rewards from the LEGO® Mario™ figure!

The LEGO® Mario™ figure is powered by 2 x AAA batteries (not included)!
Wiggler’s Poison Swamp Expansion Set
71383 AGES 7+ 374 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£34.99
Features a sliding platform, folding bridge and a detachable raft!

Piranha Plant Puzzling Challenge Expansion Set
71382 AGES 7+ 267 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£24.99
Features a spinning carousel to knock the Piranha Plants out of the way!

Chain Chomp Jungle Encounter Expansion Set
71381 AGES 7+ 160 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£19.99
Jump on the platform to knock the Chain Chomp out of the way!
CAST NEW SPELLS

NEW

Voldemort™, Nagini & Bellatrix
40496 AGES 10+ 344 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£21.99

NEW

Harry, Hermione, Ron & Hagrid™
40495 AGES 10+ 466 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£21.99

NEW

Hogwarts™: First Flying Lesson
76395 AGES 7+ 264 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£27.99

The model separates into 5 rearrangeable modules, including a Quidditch™ trophy room and storage room with equipment kids can use to practise the legendary flying sport of witches and wizards!

Rear view!

Includes a golden Professor Quirrell minifigure and 2 random wizard cards!

Measures over 15 cm high, 20 cm wide and 6 cm deep!

Transparent levers let kids play out flying lessons and Quidditch™ practice!
Hogwarts™ Chamber of Secrets

76389    AGES 9+    1,176 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£129.99

Contains 10 minifigures, including a glow-in-the-dark Nearly Headless Nick!

The set measures over 8 cm high, 12 cm wide and 6 cm deep!

Exciting features, such as transforming minifigures and a secret passage, help kids recreate an iconic scene from Harry Potter™ and the Chamber of Secrets™ and dream up magical stories of their own!

The posable Basilisk has opening jaws, a rotatable head and a 3-part tail.

The set measures over 40 cm high, 40 cm wide and 11 cm deep and combines easily with other LEGO® Harry Potter™ sets for extra fun!

Includes a golden Voldemort™ minifigure and 6 random wizard card tiles!

The posable Basilisk has opening jaws, a rotatable head and a 3-part tail.

The set measures over 40 cm high, 40 cm wide and 11 cm deep and combines easily with other LEGO® Harry Potter™ sets for extra fun!

Includes a golden Voldemort™ minifigure and 6 random wizard card tiles!


ew Figure: Polyjuice Potion™ Mistake

76386    AGES 7+    217 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Measures over 8 cm high, 12 cm wide and 6 cm deep!

Exciting features, such as transforming minifigures and a secret passage, help kids recreate an iconic scene from Harry Potter™ and the Chamber of Secrets™ and dream up magical stories of their own!

The posable Basilisk has opening jaws, a rotatable head and a 3-part tail.

The set measures over 40 cm high, 40 cm wide and 11 cm deep and combines easily with other LEGO® Harry Potter™ sets for extra fun!

Includes a golden Voldemort™ minifigure and 6 random wizard card tiles!

The set measures over 40 cm high, 40 cm wide and 11 cm deep and combines easily with other LEGO® Harry Potter™ sets for extra fun!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!
REVISIT OLD FRIENDS

NEW

Hogwarts™: Fluffy Encounter
76387 AGES 8+ 397 PIECES
![FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1]
£34.99

Measures over 30 cm high, 19 cm wide and 7 cm deep!

Includes a golden Hermione Granger™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

3 smaller builds provide further inspiration for imaginative play: a street light, a bench with snow and a 2-sided noticeboard with a wanted poster for Sirius Black™!

NEW

Hogsmeade™ Village Visit
76388 AGES 8+ 851 PIECES
![FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1]
£69.99

Measuring over 22 cm high, 30 cm wide and 9 cm deep!

Includes a golden Ron Weasley™ minifigure and 4 random wizard card tiles!

3 smaller builds provide further inspiration for imaginative play: a street light, a bench with snow and a 2-sided noticeboard with a wanted poster for Sirius Black™!

This versatile, feature-packed Harry Potter™ playset is endlessly reconfigurable, with every arrangement leading to new magical adventures with Fluffy, the large, posable, 3-headed dog!
NEW

Harry Potter™ & 
Hermione Granger™

76393 AGES 10+ 1,673 PIECES

FREE DELIVERY see p. 42, fig. 1

£119.99

Both models stand over 26 cm tall and come with individual building instructions to let 2 builders share the creative fun together!

The articulated, moving wings are powered purely by a hand-turned mechanism at the rear of the toy – no batteries required!

Also includes an Albus Dumbledore™ LEGO® minifigure and a smaller Fawkes™ figure!

Wingspan is over 35 cm; model is over 24 cm beak-to-tail!

Harry has a removable fabric robe and both models carry brick-built wands to help inspire realistic poses for kids to display!

Fawkes, 
Dumbledore’s Phoenix

76394 AGES 10+ 597 PIECES

FREE DELIVERY see p. 42, fig. 1

£34.99

The articulated, moving wings are powered purely by a hand-turned mechanism at the rear of the toy – no batteries required!

Find more LEGO® Harry Potter™ products online!
**Trouble on Tatooine™**

75299  AGES 7+  276 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£27.99

**The Razor Crest™**

75292  AGES 10+  1,023 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

FREE DELIVERY

£119.99

The speeder measures over 3 cm high, 13 cm long and 3 cm wide!

Includes The Mandalorian™ and Tusken Raider™ LEGO® minifigures, each with weapons for role-play battles, plus a LEGO® figure of the Child!

The Razor Crest™ dreadnought measures over 14 cm high, 38 cm long and 28 cm wide!

Includes 3 minifigures plus the Child and IG-11™ LEGO® figures!

The Child  The Mandalorian™  Greef Karga™  IG-11™  Scout Trooper™

EXPLORE THE GALAXY
Imperial Shuttle™

75302 AGES 9+ 660 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Join Darth Vader aboard the Imperial Shuttle for classic Star Wars™ action! Get into the cockpit with the Imperial Officer and launch this elegant transport vessel. Fold down the wings for flight and target Rebel starfighters with the stud shooter. Capture Luke Skywalker and head back to the Death Star. But who will win in a lightsabre battle between Jedi Luke and Sith Lord Vader? You decide!

£69.99

Features an opening minifigure cockpit, opening main compartment with space for 2 LEGO® minifigures, foldable wings for flight and landing mode, plus 2 stud shooters!

Includes 3 minifigures!

The Imperial Shuttle™ measures over 25 cm high, 24 cm long and 35 cm wide!

The Child

75318 AGES 10+ 1,075 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£69.99

Posable head, mouth and ears for a range of charming expressions!

Measuring over 19 cm high, 21 cm wide and 13 cm deep, this brick-built model of the Child won’t take up too much space, but is sure to make a big visual impact wherever it is displayed!

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Find more LEGO® Star Wars™ products online!
Iron Man:
Iron Monger Mayhem

76190 AGES 9+  479 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£34.99

The mech has a 6-stud shooter on its right arm, a 3-stud shooter on its left arm and a glow-in-the-dark arc reactor in its chest!

Includes 3 minifigures!

Iron Man
Pepper Potts
Obadiah Stane

Avengers:
Endgame Final Battle

76192 AGES 8+  527 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

FREE DELIVERY

£79.99

Features include a large cannon that turns, tilts and shoots a large, rubber-tipped arrow, and a turn-and-tilt radar on the roof of the compound!

Measures over 16 cm high, 37 cm wide and 12 cm deep!

Includes Thor, Captain America, Black Panther, Iron Man, Scarlet Witch and Centauri warrior minifigures, plus a Thanos figure and an Ant-Man microfigure!

Includes Thor, Captain America, Black Panther, Iron Man, Scarlet Witch and Centauri warrior minifigures, plus a Thanos figure and an Ant-Man microfigure!
NEW

The Guardians’ Ship
76193 AGES 14+ 1,901 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

FREE DELIVERY
£134.99

The rotatable stand perfectly positions the spacecraft for play and display!

Fun features include a weapon store, computer and a place for the heroes to snack on coffee and doughnuts!

Measures over 25 cm high, 36 cm long and 59 cm wide!

Includes 6 minifigures!

Rocket Star-Lord Groot Mantis Thor Chitauri warrior

NEW

Captain America and Hydra Face-Off
76189 AGES 4+ 49 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£8.99

The Dragon Flyer measures over 22 cm long and 28 cm wide!

Includes 3 minifigures: Black Panther, his sister Shuri and a Chitauri warrior!

NEW

Black Panther Dragon Flyer
76186 AGES 8+ 202 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£17.99

© 2021 Marvel
Calling All Heroes

**Batman™**
40386 AGES 8+  115 PIECES
⚠ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

Measures over 13 cm high, 9 cm wide and 3 cm deep. It makes a striking display piece freestanding on the mantelpiece or hung by the built-in hook on a wall!

**The Joker™**
40428 AGES 8+  170 PIECES
⚠ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

**Mobile Bat Base**
76160 AGES 8+  743 PIECES
⚠ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 2
FREE DELIVERY
£79.99

Includes a Batjet, BatQuad, motorcycle, water scooter, truck and 6 minifigures!

An opening roof and side give kids easy access to a truck full of equipment!

The complete Mobile Bat Base vehicle measures over 38 cm long!
1989 Batmobile™

76139 AGES 16+ 3,306 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Build and display a large, beautifully detailed LEGO® model of the classic Batmobile™ from the 1989 Batman™ movie. Recreate authentic features of this iconic movie car, including a slide-open cockpit with 2 minifigure seats and a wraparound windshield element and decorative grappling hooks on each side of the vehicle. Make the 2 machine guns hidden under the bonnet pop up by turning the turbine exhaust. And place the LEGO® Batmobile toy car on the rotating display stand to show off your creation from every angle. Includes 3 minifigures – Batman™, The Joker™ and Vicki Vale™ – and a brick-built minifigure display stand is sure to wow any fan of Batman or lover of cool cars.

FREE DELIVERY

£219.99

Wonder Woman™ vs
The Cheetah™

76157 AGES 8+ 371 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£34.99

A winged Wonder Woman™ and The Cheetah™ minifigures provide Super Hero action, while a Max™ minifigure is at the control centre. High above, the transmitter tower rotates through 360 degrees and up and down!

措施 over 12 cm high, 60 cm long and 22 cm wide!
WHAT IS VIDIYO?

Capture the beat of their world!

With all-new VIDIYO, kids can direct, produce and star in their own unique music video creations using songs from popular artists – and share them in a safe social environment, too!

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Easy steps to super stardom!

The new LEGO® VIDIYO™ app uses innovative AR technology to let kids build their own minifigure band, create a video for a favourite song, add amazing special visual effects and so much more!

NEW

Robo HipHop Car

43112 AgeS 7+ 387 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

£24.99

Includes 2 minifigures with toy music accessories, 14 random BeatBits and 2 special BeatBits!

K-Pawp Concert

43113 AgeS 8+ 514 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

The K-Pawp Concert is packed with features that let kids enjoy hours of play both offline and with the app. Kids will love turning the heads, speakers and lights on the toy model to change the animal-inspired scenery and lighting in their music videos.

£44.99

Includes 3 minifigures with musical accessories, 14 random BeatBits and 3 special BeatBits!

DOWNLOAD THE FREE APP!

LEGO® VIDIYO™

Check for compatibility
WWW.LEGO.com/DEVEICECHECK

Smart device required but not included.

Learn more about LEGO® VIDIYO™ and find all sets online!
NEW

The Boombox
43115 AGES 9+ 996 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
Inspire kids to direct, produce and star in their own creative music videos with the LEGO® VIDIYO™ The Boombox set and app.
FREE DELIVERY
£89.99

Includes 4 minifigures with toy musical accessories, 14 random BeatBits and 4 special BeatBits!

Kids will love making changes to their real-life LEGO® model to change the scenery in their video with a choice of 4 different heads, speakers and lights, each inspired by a different music genre!

NEW

Metal Dragon BeatBox
43109 AGES 7+ 86 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Includes 4 minifigures with toy musical accessories, 14 random BeatBits and 4 special BeatBits!

Kids will love making changes to their real-life LEGO® model to change the scenery in their video with a choice of 4 different heads, speakers and lights, each inspired by a different music genre!

NEW

Folk Fairy BeatBox
43110 AGES 7+ 89 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

Includes 4 minifigures with toy musical accessories, 14 random BeatBits and 4 special BeatBits!

Kids will love making changes to their real-life LEGO® model to change the scenery in their video with a choice of 4 different heads, speakers and lights, each inspired by a different music genre!
Mickey Mouse
40456  AGES 8+    118 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

Hang it on the wall using the built-in hook – the 12×16 baseplate holds the LEGO® bricks firmly in place – or stand it on a shelf!

Minnie Mouse
40457  AGES 8+    160 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£14.99

The ice castle measures over 23 cm high and 15 cm wide!

Anna and Elsa's Frozen Wonderland
43194  AGES 4+    154 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£34.99

Disney's Frozen fans will love the accessories, including an ice chair, lantern, bell jar and treasure chest with a crown and diamonds!
**NINJAGO® City Gardens**

71741  AGES 14+  5,685 PIECES

⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Relive all the excitement and thrills of 10 years of NINJAGO® City with this amazing 5-level model and garden. Packed with 19 minifigures, you can team up again with the ninjas and their allies to play out favourite action scenes from the NINJAGO TV series, or proudly display this eye-catching model. An awesome building toy to captivate both older and younger NINJAGO fans.

**£274.99**

Includes a golden Wu Legacy minifigure for the NINJAGO® world’s 10th anniversary, 18 more minifigures and Sensei Wu’s dog!

The ninja house measures over 75 cm high, 44 cm wide and 33 cm deep, which is sure to impress when placed on display!

The model is packed with rooms, including an ice cream shop, Chen’s noodle house, a ninja control room and a museum, all with accessories and details inspired by the ninjas’ rich history!

Each of the model’s 5 levels lifts off for easy play action, and there is a ladder that can be pulled up and down at the back!
Fire Dragon Attack
71753 AGES 8+ 563 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£44.99

Measures over 27 cm high, 27 cm long and 59 cm wide!

The dragon toy has highly posable wings, legs, tail, neck, a jaw that opens and closes and a moving tail that can be used as a weapon to defeat the Maaray Guards!

Measures over 7 cm high, 27 cm long and 12 cm wide!

Ninja Sub Speeder
71752 AGES 8+ 356 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£34.99

Includes 4 minifigures: Scuba Jay, Scuba Cole and 2 Maaray Guards!

The Sub Speeder can be either a car or a submarine!

Water Dragon
71754 AGES 9+ 737 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£59.99

Includes 5 minifigures: NRG Nya, Scuba Zane, Prince Kalmaar and 2 Maaray Guards!

The dragon toy has highly posable wings, legs, tail, neck, a jaw that opens and closes and a moving tail that can be used as a weapon to defeat the Maaray Guards!

The Water Dragon stands over 14 cm high!
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £50*, SEE PAGE 42 FOR DETAILS

NEW

Temple of the Endless Sea
71755 AGES 9+ 1,060 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
FREE DELIVERY
£89.99

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

Features 7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Lloyd’s Hydro Mech
71750 AGES 7+ 228 PIECES
FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1
£17.99

The mech toy has posable legs, a cockpit that opens for Lloyd to ride inside, a large sword in one hand and a hydraulic claw in the other for entering into underwater combat!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!

Temple of the Endless Sea measures over 26 cm high, 11 cm long and 57 cm wide!

The temple toy features a laboratory, prison, submarine, manta ray, the sea serpent Wojira in chains, plus 2 amulets with a display unit!

Includes 2 minifigures: Scuba Lloyd and a Maaray Guard!

Includes a golden Harry Potter™ minifigure and 2 random wizard card tiles!

Features
7 minifigures including Scuba Kai, NRG Nya and Prince Kalmaar!
3 SIMPLE WAYS TO SHOP

ONLINE
LEGO.com
You can place orders 24/7

LEGO® STORES
Visit our LEGO® Stores for hands-on building, exciting events, expert building tips & tricks and more.

BY PHONE
00800 5346 1111
Order by international freephone*
Mon – Fri 8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
*Mobile charges may apply

DELIVERY
Standard Delivery £3.95 on orders under £50
FREE Standard Delivery on orders of £50 or more
*Free Standard Delivery offer is valid on qualifying purchase equal to or greater than £50 in merchandise only. Any applicable taxes, additional delivery charges or value of gift cards do not apply to merchandise total. Offer excludes pre-order and back order items. Offer is valid online at LEGO.com and with LEGO® Catalogue telephone orders.
Estimated Delivery Time: Up to 4 working days

RETURNS
In accordance with the legal provisions concerning distance selling, we grant full right of cancellation should you change your mind. The returned goods must be substantially in the same condition and quantity as delivered by the LEGO Group. This does not apply to items personalised or made to your specification. You have the right to withdraw from your purchase contract with us within 14 days for any reason by exercising a right of withdrawal. In addition to this 14-day right of withdrawal, you also have an extended right of return within 90 days. For full details on how to exercise these rights, please contact our Consumer Services Team on 00800 5346 1111 or visit LEGO.com. The delivery cost will be refunded when the entire order is returned.

LEGAL
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©2021 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Prices in this catalogue are guaranteed from 7 June to 19 July 2021.

EXCLUSIVE
Available only through LEGO.com, the LEGO® Catalogue, LEGO Stores and LEGOLAND®.

HARD TO FIND
Available only through LEGO.com, the LEGO Catalogue, LEGO Stores and selected retailers. Stocks are limited – order today!

FREE DELIVERY
Indicates that product qualifies for Free Delivery.

Warning!
Choking hazard. Small parts.

All items in this catalogue carry the marking.
THE ULTIMATE LEGO® EXPERIENCE!

No matter what their interests, LEGO.com is the destination for unique ways to play, learn and share!

NEW

LEGO® Education
BricQ Motion Prime Set
45400 AGES 10+ 564 PIECES
FREE DELIVERY
£106.99

LEGO® Education
SPIKE™ Prime Set
45678 AGES 10+ 528 PIECES
FREE DELIVERY
£361.99

LEGO® Education
SPIKE™ Prime Set
45678 AGES 10+ 528 PIECES
FREE DELIVERY
£361.99

Mosaic Maker
40179 AGES 10+ 4,702 PIECES
FREE DELIVERY
£99.99

Upload a photo to the Mosaic Maker experience on LEGO.com and get digital building instructions to transform it into a LEGO® artwork. Upload unlimited photos and rebuild the mosaic unlimited times!

Not available at LEGO® stores!

Not available at LEGO® stores!

Not available at LEGO® stores!
NEW

Taj Mahal

21056   AGES 18+   2,022 PIECES

Experience the joy of recreating one of the world’s most beautiful buildings with this detailed LEGO® Architecture display model of the Taj Mahal.

FREE DELIVERY

£89.99

Measuring 20 cm high, 23 cm wide and 23 cm deep, this buildable architectural model makes an impressive display piece for your home or office!

The central chamber can be removed to view the crypt below!

Find more LEGO® Architecture products online!
World Map
31203 AGES 18+ 11,695 PIECES
⚠️ FOR WARNING see p. 42, Fig. 1

Ready to travel the world? Start your adventure with this vibrant World Map art piece. Slow down and spend focused time designing your own vision of the world. Place the continents to fit the world as it is, or customise the oceans to give the map a more personal twist. As you build, dive deeper with the soundtrack and enjoy a unique world tour. Add pins to highlight memories or new places to see!

EXCLUSIVE 🍊 FREE DELIVERY

£229.99

This kit immerses you in your passion for travel and DIY creativity while you relax and recharge. With the included soundtrack, you can enjoy an audio world tour as you build!

Perfect collectibles for adults to display on a wall or shelf, LEGO® Art kits offer you a rewarding building experience as you find new ways to express your passion for travel and self-discovery!

1 PICTURE
3 COMBINATIONS

104 cm 65 cm
Police Station

10278  AGES 18+  2,923 PIECES

Includes 5 minifigures!

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Recreate the drama of a busy police station with this collectible LEGO® Police Station for adults. Next to the police station is a doughnut shop, but the tasty goods are going missing! Who’s behind this sticky-fingered theft? Uncover a series of thrilling details as you build the scenes to solve the crime. Part of the Modular Buildings Collection, this model makes a striking display piece.

£169.99

Measures over 37 cm high (including antennae), 25 cm wide and 25 cm deep!

Each LEGO® modular building can be displayed individually or connected to others!
NASA Space Shuttle Discovery

10283 AGES 18+ 2,354 PIECES

NASA's Space Shuttle Discovery is arguably the most famous spacecraft of the past 40 years. Travelling over 238 million kilometres, it has unlocked mysteries of our solar system, broadening our understanding of the universe. Now you can mark this grand accomplishment of space exploration by building an incredibly detailed LEGO® version of the iconic shuttle, complete with the Hubble Space Telescope.

£169.99

Measures over 21 cm high and 54 cm long!

A great gift for space enthusiasts or adults looking for a new building project!

NASA Insignia and identifiers provided and used with permission of NASA.

This product is developed in collaboration with the European Space Agency (ESA) for the purpose of fostering children’s interest in space science. ESA is not involved in the manufacturing and commercialisation of this product.
BUILD YOUR DREAM CAR

**Lamborghini Sián FKP 37**

42115  AGES 18+  3,696 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

For pure escapism, nothing beats slipping behind the wheel of a top super sports car. Now you can recreate that feeling and take time out from everyday life with this stunning LEGO® Technic Lamborghini Sián FKP 37 building kit. Capturing the original car’s visionary design, this 1:8 scale model is packed with a wealth of authentic details, bringing you closer than ever to the real thing.

![Lamborghini Sián FKP 37](image)

In a vivid lime green colour scheme, with golden rims and decorated elements, this 1:8 scale buildable model car measures over 13 cm high, 60 cm long and 25 cm wide!

£349.99

---

**Porsche 911**

10295  AGES 18+  1,458 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Immerse yourself in a thrilling building project and enter the world of classic cars as you build a detailed replica model of the awesome Porsche 911.

![Porsche 911](image)

Choose to build either the Turbo or the Targa model!

£119.99

---

The "Lamborghini" and "Lamborghini Bull and Shield" trademarks, copyrights, designs and models are used under license from Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A., Italy.

Under license of Porsche AG.
Medieval Blacksmith

21325 AGES 18+ 2,164 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

Step back in time with this impressive LEGO® model of a medieval blacksmith's workplace and home. Discover lots of authentic details and unique elements inside the 3-level building, from the medieval-style kitchen and bedroom to the fully equipped workshop. Push the bellows to make the furnace glow and explore the garden with its gnarly apple tree, archery target and well, plus a horse and cart.

HARD TO FIND  FREE DELIVERY

£134.99

Measures over 27 cm high, 32 cm wide and 21 cm deep!

Includes 4 minifigures: a blacksmith, archer and 2 Black Falcon Knights with 4 swords, 3 shields and a halberd, plus a posable horse figure with a buildable cart and dog and frog figures!

Medieval Blacksmith

Easily accessible, 3-level building with a bedroom, kitchen and workshop!

Step-by-step instructions allow even LEGO® beginners to build confidently!

CREATE HEROES AND LEGENDS
Daily Bugle
76178 AGES 18+ 3,772 PIECES

FOR WARNING see p. 42, fig. 1

The ultimate build-and-display project for any Marvel enthusiast, featuring a spectacular cast of heroes and villains from the Spiderverse.

EXCLUSIVE FREE DELIVERY

£274.99

Measures over 82 cm high, 27 cm wide and 27 cm deep!

The set features 25 minifigures, including Marvel’s most celebrated characters!

This 4-storey celebration of the Marvel Universe is a rewarding build-and-display project for adult model-makers and fans of comic-book culture that will attract attention wherever it is displayed!

Challenging and rewarding to build; endlessly satisfying to put on display!
The Friends Apartments
10292  AGES 18+  2,048 PIECES
EXCLUSIVE  FREE DELIVERY
£134.99

Measures over 10 cm high, 64 cm wide and 31 cm deep!

Includes 7 minifigures!

Build a detailed LEGO® version of the apartments from the Friends TV show!

LEGO® Ideas 21319 Central Perk makes the perfect addition to The Friends Apartments! (sold separately)

For online orders, please use Catalogue Code below to guarantee the pricing you see in this catalogue.

E.&O.E. (errors and omissions excepted)

For online orders, please use Catalogue Code below to guarantee the pricing you see in this catalogue.

E.&O.E. (errors and omissions excepted)